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“Why were you staring at the banner earlier?” 
 
The lady asked in a crisp voice. 
 
Keeping her head held low, Su Tongxin did not reply. 
 
The lady then noticed the palm-shaped mark on Su Tongxin’s face left by a slap. At the moment, she 
lifted her hand and raised Su Tongxin’s chin with her fingers. 
 
With a hint of sorrow in her voice, she said, “What a shame for such a pretty face to be slapped. Where 
are you from?” 
 
“I am from Jin Ling City.” 
 
Su Tongxin replied. 
 
She decided not to tell the lady that she was thinking about her boyfriend, Chen Hao just now. 
 
Because she was still unclear as to the lady’s true identity. 
 
“She is doing her internship with us under a program arranged by Jin Ling College. Her academic results 
were the most outstanding among the rest!” 
 
The lady did not say a thing. 
 
The director commented after finishing his self-punishment. 
 
The lady twitched her eyes upward slightly before taking a lingering look at Su Tongxin subtly. 
 
She turned around and walked toward the entrance. However, just as she was about to reach there, she 
turned back around. Pointing at Su Tongxin, she said, “You.” 
 
“Follow me!” 
 
With that, she went into the hall straightaway. 
 
“Ah? Tongxin, what are you doing? Follow the VIP now!” 
 
The director urged anxiously. 
 
“Oh, ok!” 
 
Su Tongxin was taken off guard. Nonetheless, she followed the lady into the hall. 
 
As for Yang Huali, she was watching all of these in a daze. Why? 
 
Why did the lady decide to give Su Tongxin special treatment and disregard the way Su Tongxin had 
offended her, right after she found out that Su Tongxin is from Jin Ling College? 
 



A tinge of jealousy flashed across her eyes. 
 
The meeting was going to commence soon. 
 
Su Tongxin had just gotten to know the lady’s surname after she overheard someone calling her 
President Chen. 
 
So, her surname was Chen too. 
 
Due to the fact that President Chen had specially asked for Su Tongxin to assist her closely, Su Tongxin 
was added to the list of assistants. 
 
Both Yang Huali and Su Tongxin were now helping out with the onstage work. 
 
Due to jealousy, the way Yang Huali looked at Su Tongxin had changed. 
 
She was watching Su Tongxin who was filling up everyone’s cup with tea. 
 
At the moment, she was passing by Su Tongxin. 
 
After casting an icy stare at Su Tongxin, Yang Huali gave her a soft nudge from the back. 
 
Bang! 
 
Su Tongxin was unable to keep the cup in her hands and it toppled over. 
 
The cup landed on Huang Yonghao. 
 
The tea splashed over the entire upper part of his body. 
 
“Damn, do you even know how to serve?!” 
 
With his brows creased together, Huang Yonghao was glaring at Su Tongxin furiously. 
 
“S-Sorry!” 
 
Su Tongxin immediately offered her apology. 
 
Deep down inside, she hated Yang Lihua to the core for her actions. 
 
Out of jealousy, Yang Lihua had resorted to various means to sabotage her. 
 
Although Huang Yonghao was just replacing Chen Hao tonight, Su Tongxin was curious about his 
relationship to Chen Hao as well as President Chen. 
 
Earlier, Huang Yonghao had addressed President Chen as his sister. As for President Chen, it appeared 
that she liked him a lot too. Even a fool could discern that they were on good terms with each other. 
 
However, what about the relationship between them and Chen Hao? 
 



Su Tongxin had considered mustering up her courage to ask them. However, she suddenly remembered 
that she was just a staff whereas both of them were distinguished guests of the event. 
 
She was unable to gauge their reactions to her sudden question. 
 
“You’re sorry? Is that all? I…” 
 
With that, Huang Yonghao lifted his hand and gave Su Tongxin a shove. 
 
It was a rather forceful shove. 
 
Because of the impact, Su Tongxin lost her balance and fell onto the floor. 
 
Her phone, too, fell on the space beside her. 
 
President Chen was obviously supposed to be the focus of the night, not Huang Yonghao. 
 
After all, it was Chen Hao who let him attend the event on his behalf. 
 
Back then, if Chen Hao was too busy to attend any of those events, he would give a call to either his 
godbrother, Huang Yonghao or Bai Xiaofei to let them attend on his behalf. 
 
It was the same tonight as Chen Hao was very busy. However, Li Zhenguo did not bother informing Chen 
Hao and allowed Huang Yonghao to attend the event straightaway. 
 
As a matter of fact, Huang Yonghao was a very arrogant and aggressive rich heir. 
 
Whenever he was with Chen Hao, he would be all submissive and obedient. However, it did not mean 
that he would behave the same way in front of others. 
 
Both he and Bai Xiaofei were ruthless and bad-tempered. 
 
Huang Yonghao would not be his usual self if he did not lash out on the usherette who had offended 
him. 
 
The rest of the guests were in a daze. 
 
Everyone, including Su Mengmeng, was staring at Su Tongxin who was pushed to the floor. Their hearts 
went out to her. 
 
Of course, Yang Huali was smiling sardonically. 
 
At the moment, President Chen was enjoying a massage and had missed the commotion. 
 
“Hmph, how dare you offend Young Master Chen! I must teach you a lesson tonight. Otherwise, you’ll 
never learn!” 
 
Huang Yonghao raised his hand and was ready to give Su Tongxin a slap. 
 
All of a sudden, he froze. 
 



He was distracted by the lock screen image displayed on Su Tongxin’s phone which was casted aside. 
 
“Hmm? Damn!” 
 
Huang Yonghao was shocked. 
 
He saw Chen Hao’s photo on the screen. 
 
“Do you know Young Master Chen?” 
 
He picked up the phone. As the situation was ambiguous, he was hesitant to act now. 
 
“Give me my phone!” 
 
Su Tongxin grabbed her phone back. 
 
“I am asking you, why do you have Chen Hao, Young Master Chen’s photo?” 
 
Huang Yonghao asked dubiously. 
 
With her eyes closed, President Chen gave a signal for the masseuse to leave. She then averted her gaze 
toward Su Tongxin in consternation. 
 
Thereafter, she scanned Su Tongxin from her head to her toes. 
 
“This is my own business!” 
 
Su Tongxin kept her phone close to her carefully. 
 
“What’s your name?” 
 
Huang Yonghao was scratching his head, as though he had come to realize something. Anxiously, he 
asked. 
 
“Su Tongxin!” 
 
“Hiss…” 
 
Huang Yonghao widened his eyes at once. 
 
The name sounded so familiar to him, he might have even heard it before. 
 
Furthermore, Xiaofei or someone else had told him about Young Master Chen’s girlfriend before, 
something about doing an internship at Nanyang. 
 
“I suppose you are from Jin Ling College?” 
 
Huang Yonghao asked in shock. 
 
“Yes!” 
 



Su Tongxin nodded her head. 
 
“Damn!” Huang Yonghao looked even more surprised. 
 
“Then, you must know my brother, Chen Hao. Judging from the fact that you have his photo in your 
phone, are you his girlfriend? Do you know Bai Xiaofei and Li Zhenguo?” 
 
Su Tongxin nodded her head before answering, “Yes, I do know them!” 
 
“Ah?” 
 
Huang Yonghao jumped to his feet. 
 
She was really his sister-in-law. 
 
What had he done? He had almost slapped her! 
 
Sh*t! 
 
Huang Yonghao looked toward President Chen nervously. 
 
Apparently, the lady was listening in on their conversation all the while. 
 
At the moment, she stood up and walked toward Su Tongxin in shock. 
 
“Are you really Chen Hao’s girlfriend?” asked the lady. 
 
“Yes, she is indeed Chen Hao’s girlfriend, Su Tongxin!” 
 
At the moment, Su Mengmeng stepped forward and spoke on Su Tongxin’s behalf. 
 
Biting her lips, Su Tongxin nodded her head. 
 
All along, she wanted to be independent instead of depending on Chen Hao’s wealth. 
 
Therefore, she would usually handle most of her problems by herself. After all, as Chen Hao’s girlfriend, 
she could not just be an eye candy. 
 
Everyone else was taken aback by the scene. 
 
“Damn, she is Young Master Chen’s girlfriend?” 
 
“She is indeed very pretty. But the problem is, why is his girlfriend working as an usherette here?” 
 
Everyone was discussing among themselves. 
 
“President Chen, I… ” 
 
Under the lady’s intense gaze, Su Tongxin was slightly affected by her intimidating aura. 
 



“Hehe, you should stop calling me President Chen. If you’re really Chen Hao’s girlfriend, you should 
address me as your sister!” 
 
The lady’s face broke into a subtle grin. 
 
“A-Are you Chen Hao’s sister, Chen Xiao?” 
 
Su Tongxin finally knew the true identity of President Chen who was standing before her. 


